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Bring a Privatized Banking
Seminar to your city.
Present the powerful combination of • Demystifies Fractional Reserve Banking

Austrian Economics,
The Sound Money Solution
& The Infinite Banking Concept
to your Special Group

• Learn how you can personally secede from
our crumbling monetary regime and improve
your financial future.
• Sound economic reasoning with a sound
private strategy to direct the individual
toward the escape exit.
• Learn the warning signs of a coming crash
and the steps you need to take to avoid them.

3 Speaker / Authors from the
Austrian School of Economics

L. Carlos Lara
Robert P. Murphy, Ph.D.
Paul A. Cleveland, Ph.D.
3 Dynamic, Informative, Inspirational
and Educational Hours
Inquire directly with Carlos Lara 615-482-1793,
or Robert P. Murphy 212-748-9095,
or e-mail us at info@usatrustonline.com
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November 2010 - The financial downturn
is hitting. We need to keep our hope alive.
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ABOUT LARA
& MURPHY
L. Carlos Lara manages a consulting firm
specializing in corporate
trust services, business
consulting and debtorcreditor relations.
The firm’s primary
service is working with
companies in financial
crisis. Serving business
clients nationwide over a
period of three decades,
these engagements have
involved companies in
most major industries
including, manufacturing, distribution and retail. Lara
incorporated his consulting company in 1976 and is
headquartered in Nashville, Tennessee.
He married Anne H. Browning in 1970.
Together they have three children and five
grandchildren.
Dr. Robert P. “Bob” Murphy received his Ph.D.
in economics from New
York University. After
teaching for three years at
Hillsdale College, Murphy
left academia to work for
Arthur Laffer’s investment
firm. Murphy now
runs his own consulting
business and maintains
an economics blog at
ConsultingByRPM.com.
He is the author of several
economics books for the
layperson, including The
Politically Incorrect Guide to the Great Depression and the
New Deal (Regnery, 2009).
Murphy is an adjunct scholar with the Ludwig
von Mises Institute. He lives in Nashville, Tennessee
with his wife and son.
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“It is the masses that determine the course of history, but its initial movement must start with the individual.”
- How Privatized Banking

Really Works

Lara-Murphy Report
November 2010
Dear Readers,
“One need not be a prophet to be aware of impending dangers.” These words from F.A. Hayek’s Road To Serfdom,
seem appropriate in describing how many Americans seem to be responding to the after affects of the deepening
recession. Today, people everywhere now know we are in serious trouble. “Our glory days are over,” a young nurse said
to us just this week. “I thought I would die, before the end times” another disappointed baby-boomer half whispered.
Though the airwaves are filled with fiery political proclamations from talking heads, the average citizen now knows
the story. No way around it, hard times are ahead. There seems to be a quiet resignation taking hold, a somberness that
is exemplified by the shrugging of the shoulders, or the bowing of the head. And yet, for those of us that understand
what must be done, we should not let this pessimism and despair grip us.
“In spite of all of this I am still hopeful,” said Henry Hazlitt. “So I bring you this message: be of good cheer.” Those
are the exact words we need to hear, over and over again. We have reason to be “hopeful”, to be of “good cheer.” These
are words that are active and powerful. As Hazlitt, and many Austrians have said before, “if the battle (for human
liberty) is not yet won, it is not yet lost either.” And so, it is now up to us to encourage others in the same manner. We
must keep our eye on the mark. We must be courageous and strong for there is much work to be done. The future of
civilization depends on it.
We have made our case for the way of escape and now we must preach it everywhere. Even Alan Greenspan has recently said that “there is nowhere for the dollar to go except back into gold.” Step one of the “Sound Money Solution”
may be closer than ever! Step two, “Privatized Banking”, as described by Nelson Nash’s “Infinite Banking Concept”
is actively on the move, and we have never seen in our lifetime as much critical controversy come upon the Federal
Reserve than in the past few weeks. Could step three, closing down the central bank, be just around the corner?
Yes, “be of good cheer; be of good spirit.” Evidence of good things happening are everywhere. In the coming storm we
must continue to lead the way and we will.
Yours very truly,
Carlos and Bob
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Insider Trades

Federal Bureau of Intimidation. The FBI has been raiding various hedge funds, accusing them of “insider
trading.” Murray Rothbard once remarked that if you take the phrase at face value, “insider trading” describes just
about everything that happens on Wall Street—to outlaw it is akin to outlawing breathing or eating. It gives the
SEC a hammer with which it can smash any firm it chooses. Indeed, the hedge fund FrontPoint has had requests
for $3 billion in withdrawals (out of its original $7 billion under management), since it came under government
scrutiny. What is particularly troubling is that the government is targeting “expert networks” and their role in
giving an allegedly unfair advantage to hedge fund traders. Could this be a giant ploy to attack the Lara-Murphy
Report, the most cutting-edge source of information for investors on the market? Only time will tell.

$igns

Russia and China Tag-Team the US Dollar. On November 24, ChinaDaily reported matter-of-factly
that Vladimir Putin and Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao “have decided to renounce the US dollar and resort
to using their own currencies for bilateral trade.” This means that the two countries will reduce their
demand to hold US dollars, since they will not need them to settle up during international clearinghouse
operations. By itself, the announcement is not that significant, but it is yet another signal that major
players around the world are looking at the United States as a wounded elephant. If and when the dollar
is finally ditched as the world’s reserve currency, the rush for the exits will be swift.

Fed Flat-Lining?

Bearish on Bernanke. Later in this issue, we explain the mechanics of “quantitative easing” in great detail.
But let us here briefly note that more and more financial analysts are beginning to worry. Mainstream
economists—who don’t have an axe to grind about the central bank—are openly wondering whether the
Fed itself could become insolvent, and what that would mean. Specifically, these analysts are concerned
that a sudden spike in interest rates could cause the Fed to lose so much on its bond portfolio, that its
liabilities (which consist largely of paper Federal Reserve Notes in circulation, as well as commercial
bank electronic deposits with the Fed) would exceed its assets. This actually isn’t a problem in terms of
the day-to-day operations of the Fed, since there is nothing backing up those “liabilities.” (If you present
Bernanke with a $20 bill and ask to redeem it, he will offer you two $10 bills or four $5s.) But it’s still
refreshing to see that more people are beginning to realize just what a scam our current central bank,
fractional reserve system is.

Ireland Too?

Stock up on Guinness while you can. The government of Ireland has finally succumbed to international
pressure and has applied to the European Union and the International Monetary Fund for tens of billions
in bailout money for its beleaguered banks. Although mainstream pundits are casting this as a “move
that will reassure financial markets,” in reality it is just another example of the politically connected,
big bankers turning to the taxpayers to cover their bad bets. In the coming months, the US dollar may
rally against the euro, not because of the Fed’s wise stewardship, but simply because the Europeans are
doubling down on their risky financial moves as well.

TSA Grip

Opting Out of Big Government. The hot Orwellian news item this month was of course the controversy
over the TSA’s new “freedom fondles” (as Townhall.com referred to them). Although the context is
unfortunate, it is again refreshing to see so many Americans realizing the false tradeoff given to us by the
government. As Franklin said, those who would give up essential liberty to purchase a little temporary
safety, deserve neither and will have neither.

PULSE ON THE MARKET
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BANKRUPTCY?
There is an Alternative.
A New Role For

PRIVATIZED BANKING
Part One

BY L. CARLOS LARA

As the recession deepens,
more businesses, as well as
individuals, will file for Chapter
7, Chapter 13, or Chapter 11 of
the United States Bankruptcy
code. Generally, a Chapter 7 is
a straight liquidation of assets in
order to distribute the proceeds
to creditors. A Chapter 13 is
designed for individuals and is
a long-term creditor repayment
plan. A Chapter 11 is a reorganization of a business under
bankruptcy for purposes of
making possible its continuation
as a profitable entity.
Bankruptcies are up 11%
over last year with more than
1.2 million cases filed in federal
courts during the first nine
months of 2010. Some states,
like California and Florida,
are up as much as 81% over
last year! (1.) This is especially
noteworthy because bankruptcy
filings had actually fallen in 2006
after Congress made it harder
for debtors to avoid repaying
creditors. However, the numbers
have been steadily rising since
the economy weakened in 2008.
(2.)
Now as we enter 2011, these

numbers are expected to increase
as unemployment and the cost
of living also increases. However,
the numbers will most likely
explode if interest rates start to
rise. Most Austrian economists
are predicting that they will.
The statistics reveal that the
vast majority of these cases have
been consumer filings. Out of
the total 1.2 million bankruptcies
filed, only 43,016 have been

businesses. This number could
be somewhat misleading if you
take into account that some of
the individuals who filed for
bankruptcy may actually have
been small business owners, as
many businesses aren’t structured
as corporations. In bankruptcy,
a corporation does not put the
personal assets of the shareholders
at risk, except for the value of
their investment in the company’s
stock. Alternatively, a sole

BANKRUPTCY? THERE IS AN ALTERNATIVE. A NEW ROLE FOR PRIVATIZED BANKING
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proprietorship does not have an
identity separate and apart from
its owner(s). A bankruptcy case
involving a sole proprietorship
includes both the business and
personal assets of the ownerdebtors. Similarly, partnerships
are like corporations and do
exist distinctly separate from its
partners. However, the partner’s
personal assets may be used, in
some cases, to pay creditors, or
the partners themselves may
be forced to file for bankruptcy
protection. (3.)
Ironically, bankruptcy is
often referred to as “protection.”
The truth is that bankruptcy
courts (generally) provide people,
or businesses who can no longer
pay their creditors, a structured
means for liquidating their assets.
In actuality, they provide time
that is free from creditor pressure
to formulate a repayment plan.
When under pressure from
demanding creditors, this time
element becomes invaluable.
Nevertheless, bankruptcy is not
really protection, nor is it a safe
place to enter, especially if the
individual, or business still has a
lot of assets.
Statistics show that most
small businesses rarely emerge
from Chapter 11 bankruptcy;
the success ratio for even the
larger corporations is less than
10%. In fact, the sad truth is that
most Chapter 11 bankruptcy
cases wind up as Chapter 7
liquidations.

bankruptcy cases are large,
meaning that they have lots of
assets, they become a huge money
banquet for predatory bankruptcy
attorneys,
U.S.
bankruptcy
trustees and especially banks.
Like birds of prey that circle a
wounded animal, these financial
players of the bankruptcy
courtroom feed off the assets of
a distressed business, leaving it
completely gutted and unable
to survive. It should come as no
surprise that this type of financial
activity can only happen on the
government’s turf. Federal courts
are the only courts that have
jurisdiction over bankruptcy
cases, a fact confirming that
bankruptcy is anything but a
safe haven of protection. If you
are facing this possible dilemma,
or know someone who is, make
absolutely sure no other options
are possible before filing for
bankruptcy. The advisors you
use should be knowledgeable
specialists in this arena, having
only yours or your client’s best
interest at heart.
Is there an alternative?

The good news is that
there is an alternative solution
for businesses in financial

LMR
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trouble — there is no need to
file for bankruptcy. Utilizing
this alternative will avoid the
careless depletion of assets,
and dramatically increase the
chances for business survival.
This alternative is known as
the “Informal Reorganization.”
Everyone should become familiar
with its process, especially
financial
representatives,
attorneys, or accountants who are
always speaking to people about
their money. The deepening
recession invariably will present
situations calling for this type of
assistance; you should be ready to
access, or provide this alternative
to bankruptcy.
The informal reorganization
will also be of particular interest
to the IBC (Infinite Banking
Concept) practitioner who, as a
bank, can provide an invaluable
financial service and actually
assist in the rehabilitation of a
business. For those willing to
try their banking skills in this
highly specialized area, this
work-out formula is a win-win
solution for debtors, creditors
and new lenders. As this article is
intended to demonstrate, the IBC
practitioner (the new lender) can
be very well compensated for the
use of his money.

Bankruptcy, however, is
big business. If the business
BANKRUPTCY? THERE IS AN ALTERNATIVE. A NEW ROLE FOR PRIVATIZED BANKING
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How it works

To
understand
the
dynamics of this creative process,
it is important to first walk
through the various stages of a
typical Chapter 11 bankruptcy
case in order to become better
acquainted with the players and
their motivations. As a beginning
point, we should note that all
businesses in financial trouble
have one thing in common.
They are businesses that have
simply run out of credit and
money. Without
operating
capital, and more importantly
credit, a snowballing effect of
money problems will quickly and
seriously threaten the life of the
business. If the business does not
receive a new infusion of capital,
followed by the re-opening of
its credit lines, the business will
begin cannibalizing its own
assets in its attempts to stay
afloat. When creditors become
aware of this asset deterioration
they will seek to force the
business into a controlled
liquidation environment, which
is an “involuntary” Chapter 7.
This is a situation where two or
three creditors can actually push
a company into bankruptcy with
the sole intent of liquidating the
business quickly. The quicker the
liquidation, the more there is to
distribute to creditors before the
assets are totally depleted. If the
business owner is unaware of
the bankruptcy alternative (the
informal reorganization), this
mounting pressure will force the
business owner to file ahead of
creditors and obtain a Chapter
11, which provides debtors

the ability to formulate a plan
of reorganization to keep its
business alive and pay creditors
over time. In addition to this, the
180 days, which are given to the
business owner by the bankruptcy
court to formulate the plan, also
provides essential time to identify
and obtain a new lender.
Once the Chapter 11 filing
has been submitted and approved
by the federal bankruptcy court,
all creditors are immediately sent
notices of the filing. This means
that creditors can make no further
demands upon the business. In
other words, all collection efforts
stop and all executory contracts
with the business become
null and void. As a protective
recourse, unsecured creditors will
immediately form a “creditor’s
committee” made up of the seven
largest creditors of the business
for purposes of creating a unified
voice in court hearings. It is
important to realize that next to
the debtor (the business owner),
the unsecured creditors (generally
the trade suppliers) stand to

lose the most once a business
files for Chapter 11 bankruptcy.
Conversely, the secured creditor,
usually a commercial bank, is first
in line to the proceeds from the
assets of the bankrupt estate.
As the business owner,
now the “debtor in possession”
(DIP) under Chapter 11, begins
to use, sell, or lease the assets in
the normal course of business,
the fight over the proceeds
becomes the most crucial aspect
of the entire bankruptcy case.
While this battle ensues in the
courtroom, the debtor is in
constant search for new funding.
He absolutely must secure this
new money or face termination,
but who will lend to a bankrupt
business? Having lost credibility
with creditors, the debtor faces
an even bigger challenge in reopening its credit lines.
As the case moves forward,
bankruptcy
expenses
rise
exponentially and soon become
crippling. Burdened by additional
bankruptcy expenditures and still

BANKRUPTCY? THERE IS AN ALTERNATIVE. A NEW ROLE FOR PRIVATIZED BANKING
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own terms. Interest on these DIP
loans can run as high as 20%,
rates normally seen on credit
cards, with a complete repayment
of their loans in two years to be
made ahead of everyone else. This
is obviously a very secure and
highly profitable form of lending,
and all made legal by the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts! (4.)

attempting to operate without
working capital, the business’s
chances for survival dwindle. By
federal law, the debtor must pay
the U.S. bankruptcy trustee a fee
out of cash flow calculated on
the amount of quarterly business
disbursements. Depending on
the size of the bankrupt estate,
fees can easily run in the tens
of thousands every quarter.
Additionally, legal and accounting
fees, which are also paid out of
cash flow, are very expensive. Yet
the primary ingredient to get
the reorganization plan off the
ground, which is new funding
for operating capital, often
remains unobtainable. If it is a
small business, the chances for
obtaining new funding are nil.
(In bankruptcy, debts totaling less
than $2.1 million are considered
a small business) For this reason,
the majority of Chapter 11
cases wind up being converted
to Chapter 7 liquidations and
only the court-approved legal
professionals, the U.S trustee
and the secured creditor win.
Everyone else loses.

DIP Financing

As we can see, businesses
filing for bankruptcy need loans
to work out their troubles, or face
liquidation. In the early eighties,
some of the largest banks such
as Lehman Brothers, Merrill
Lynch, JP Morgan Chase and
GE Capital began to meet this
need and pioneered a new form
of lending designed especially
for large companies filing for
Chapter 11 bankruptcy called
“DIP Financing.” By making
use of what proved to be a very
advantageous federal bankruptcy
law, these lenders created
enormous profits for themselves
by
lending
to
distressed
businesses in bankruptcy. That
law, in effect, provided lenders
court approved “superiority” over
all other secured and unsecured
creditors, and also gave these
special lenders a priority
lien on the property of the
bankrupt estate. This window of
opportunity made it possible for
new lenders to become involved
in the bankruptcy process as
saviors and virtually name their

For example: Assume a
business in bankruptcy has assets
equaling $10 million made up
of $6 million in inventories and
$4 million in land, property and
equipment. On the liabilities
side, it has $7 million in short
term liabilities (liabilities payable
within 12 months) consisting
of accrued expenses, principal
payments to the secured lender
and $5 million in trade (suppliers)
accounts payables. Long-term
liabilities consist of a $5 million
note payable, maturing in 4
years, to a secured commercial
bank who also has a lien on all
the assets of the business. See
diagram A (next page).
The business is obviously
insolvent. If we apply a current
asset to current liabilities ratio
test (the acid test), we easily
calculate a $1 million working
capital deficit and can, therefore,
determine the size of the
emergency loan requirement.
This is where DIP Financing
comes in. See Diagram B (p.11).
Already one can start
to visualize the potential
opportunity that exist for these
DIP Financing firms, but take
note, they seldom save businesses.

BANKRUPTCY? THERE IS AN ALTERNATIVE. A NEW ROLE FOR PRIVATIZED BANKING
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DIAGRAM A.

As we have already stated, their
track record is dismal. The reason
for these results is because saving
businesses is not really their
main purpose. After their initial
infusion of capital, there is still so
much that must be accomplished.
Existing creditors must still
decide whether or not to resume
extending credit to the bankrupt
business; a hard decision to make
when a company is in bankruptcy.
What these DIP banks do very
well is make good loans. These
types of loans make big money
and pay back the principal,
fast. Making money is clearly
their primary objective and the
bankruptcy environment makes
it all possible.
The Informal Reorganization

An

informal

re-

organization, on the other hand,
provides
several
important
benefits not found in bankruptcy
with the first benefit being that
the rehabilitation of the business
is the primary objective. Once
the original parties involved (the
debtor, creditors and the lender)
determine that the business
has a reason for continuing,
rehabilitating
the
business
becomes a co-operative effort
by everyone from the beginning.
Even
though
reorganizing
the company will involve
restructuring the debt over a
period of time, the goal is for all
creditors to be paid 100 cents
on the dollar. Everyone works
together in order to protect their
investment and their investment
resides in the future of the
business as an on-going entity.
Make no mistake; this is

a highly specialized process.
For this reason, the business
owner must begin by first hiring
a qualified consultant with
expertise in this area. A qualified
informal reorganization specialist
will be able to conduct a fast
study of the business and asses its
viability. Immediately following
this analysis, the specialists will
negotiate “stand still” agreements
with creditors for a limited time
(equivalent to the 180 days in
bankruptcy) in order to raise
immediate cash through the
sale of stagnant assets, structure
bridge loans, develop budgets
and expense controls, and access
new long-term funding for the
business. This new money can
come from several sources and
will depend on the size of the
business. Unlike the obstacles
placed on small businesses in
bankruptcy, in these types of cases

BANKRUPTCY? THERE IS AN ALTERNATIVE. A NEW ROLE FOR PRIVATIZED BANKING
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DIAGRAM B.

there are no dollar limits; small
businesses are prime candidates.
For that reason, the sizes of
loans are often much smaller.
In fact one, or a group of IBC
practitioners, could easily fund
such business reorganizations.
These plans are very safe,
especially for the lender and
mirror the bankruptcy scenario.
They are much more likely to

1.
2.
3.
4.

succeed because they are so
much less expensive to construct
and everyone is pulling toward
the same common goal. Like
the DIP loans, loans made in
an informal reorganization are
“superior loans” and are paid
ahead of everyone else. This is
why it is important to examine
the similarities of the out of court
reorganization to those attempted
in bankruptcy. But, just exactly

how these plans are specifically
structured and the details of the
security provided the lender in
the informal reorganization, will
be the subject of part two of this
article in our December issue
of the Lara-Murphy Report. If
you want to become a banker,
you will not want to miss next
month’s issue.

Bankruptcy? There is an Alternative. A New Role For Privatized Banking
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Fund Your Own

Bailout.

If you don’t like giving large sums of money to banks and mortgage companies to finance your cars, homes, boats, capital
expenditures for business needs or any thing else you need to finance, then you are going to really like this alternative. The
rebirth of P rivatized B anking is underway. You can take advantage of the years of experience that these three authors in these two
books are offering you. Go to: www.usatrustonline.com click: store and look for both of these books among the other fine books.
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by Dr. Robert P. Murphy

The big financial news
this month is the Fed’s formal
announcement of a second
round of “quantitative easing.”
Specifically, the Federal Reserve
announced on November 3 that
it “intends to purchase a further
$600 billion of longer-term
Treasury securities by the end
of the second quarter of 2011,
a pace of about $75 billion per
month.” (1.)
In the present article I’ll

explain the basics of quantitative
easing, and then warn of its
dangers. At bottom, so-called
QE2 is just a further attempt
to create prosperity by printing
money. This policy doesn’t work
in theory or in practice, and in our
time risks wrecking the dollar.
Traditional Fed Operations

In order to understand
the very term “quantitative
easing,” we first should review

standard central bank procedure.
Traditionally, when the Federal
Reserve wants to tinker with
the economy — either to step
on the gas or apply the brake,
according to the crude mindset
that dominates our financial
press — the Fed changes its interest
rate target. In other words, before
the recent financial crisis, the
Fed’s normal policy lever was to
move short-term interest rates up
or down.

QUANTITATIVE EASING : ROUND II
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In recent decades, the
specific interest rate that the
Federal Reserve targeted was the
“federal funds rate,” which is the
overnight rate that commercial
banks charge each other for loans
of reserves. So let us be clear: The
Fed typically would set a target
for the interest rate that banks
charged each other on overnight
loans.
For example, after the dotcom crash, the press reported
that then-Fed Chairman Alan
Greenspan “cut interest rates.”
Specifically, Greenspan’s target
for the federal funds rate was 6.5
percent at the beginning of 2001,
but it was successively reduced
throughout the year to 1.75
percent by December. (2.) The
press never reported how much
new money the Fed was injecting
into the financial system in order
to achieve this result. Instead,
the press would simply report
how the interest rate target had
moved.
But we shouldn’t forget that
in order to alter the actual federal
funds rate, the Federal Reserve
did have to create new money.
But because the whole process
is somewhat mysterious—and
also because the people in charge
don’t want the public getting
suspicious—the financial press
typically ignored the printing of
new money, before our current
crisis. Unless you went to the
technical and voluminous data
releases put out by the Fed, you
had no idea how much new money
the Fed was creating, back in the
year 2001. All you heard was that,
QUANTITATIVE EASING : ROUND II

“Greenspan cut interest rates by
50 basis points” or whatever the
specific announcement was.
In our book How Privatized
Banking Really Works, Carlos and
I spell out the exact mechanics
of “open market operations,” and
how the Fed creates money out
of thin air in order to lower the
federal funds rate (along with
other short-term interest rates).
But for our purposes here, I’ll
give the quick version:

makes bank runs possible. Carlos
and I argue in our book that if
we were to eliminate this strange
practice—and return banking to
the free market, with a sound
100%-reserve foundation—then
we would eliminate rampant
inflation as well as the boombust cycle.

Commercial
banks
in
the United States operate in a
fractional reserve system. This

But back to our story:
Commercial banks can keep their
reserves in two different forms. If
they have actual green pieces of
paper in their vaults, then that
counts as part of their legally
required reserves (needed to “back
up” the outstanding checking

means that banks are legally
required to keep only a fraction
of their total customer checking
deposits as “reserves.”For example,
if a particular commercial bank
has 1,000 customers, each of
whom has an average checking
account balance of $800, then in
theory if everybody showed up to
withdraw his or her money, the
bank would need $800,000 on
hand to satisfy them.

balances of their customers). Yet
another option is not to have the
cash actually on hand, but for
the commercial bank itself to
have funds on deposit with the
Federal Reserve. In essence, the
Fed is the bank’s bank. Legally, if
a commercial bank has money on
deposit with the Fed, then that
balance counts towards satisfying
the commercial bank’s legal
reserve requirement.

In practice, of course, the
bank has nowhere near that
amount in reserve; perhaps it
only has one-tenth, or $80,000.
This is legally permissible in our
current system, and it’s what

To return to our numerical
example, if a particular bank has
$800,000 in outstanding customer
checking account balances, then
it needs (say) $80,000 in reserves
to satisfy their customers if some
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of them show up, demanding
their money. But the bank can
keep, say, $50,000 in its vaults in
the form of actual paper currency,
while the other $30,000 is on
deposit with the Fed. In other
words, the commercial bank
can’t physically produce that final
$30,000 in cash if people want
it, but it can call up the Fed and
say, “Hey, we need the $30,000
we have on deposit with you.”
Since the Fed can literally have
that money printed up, then the
commercial bank’s deposits with
the Fed are considered as good as
actual currency in the vault.
We’re now finally able to
understand how the Fed—in
normal times, before the current
crisis—could apparently exercise
such tight control over interest
rates. If the Fed wants to lower
the federal funds rate, all it has to
do is create more total reserves.
Remember, the federal funds rate
is simply the interest rate that
commercial banks charge each
other for overnight loans of these
reserves.
To return to our example
above, suppose that a new
customer deposits $200,000 in
currency with the bank. Now the
bank’s total customer checking
balances rise to $1 million (the
original $800,000 plus the new
$200,000), while the bank’s
legally required reserves only rise
to $100,000 (ten percent of the
$1 million). But at the moment
of the new deposit, the bank is
sitting on $280,000 in reserves
(the original $80,000 plus the
additional $200,000 that the

new customer just deposited).
That means the bank now has
$180,000 in excess reserves, i.e.
reserves that exceed the legally
required minimum.
Under
normal
circumstances, the commercial
bank wouldn’t let those excess
reserves sit idle; they could be out
earning interest. The bank could
either make a loan to a customer,
or it could lend the excess
reserves to other banks, charging
the market rate of interest—
what we have already said was
called the “federal funds rate.”
Perhaps supply and demand in
this market are balanced when
the interest rate is 6.5 percent.
But now the Fed comes in
and wants to lower the rate. Alan
Greenspan writes checks on thin
air, and buys government bonds
from dealers in the private sector.
When the dealers deposit those
checks (written on the Fed) at
their own banks, this increases

the total amount of reserves
in the banking system. More
and more banks have excess
reserves, and so more of them
are willing to lend these reserves
to others. Because the supply of
reserves available for lending has
increased, naturally the price to
borrow them—i.e. the interest
rate—goes down.
On the other hand, when
the Fed wants to raise interest
rates, it simply reverses the
process. Specifically, the Fed
begins selling off some of the
assets on its balance sheet, back
to people in the private sector.
Those individuals acquire the
assets by writing checks to the
Fed, drawn on their commercial
banking accounts. When the
checks clear, the assets have been
transferred off the Fed’s balance
sheet and into the possession of
people in the private sector, while
the total amount of reserves in
the banking system has shrunk.
Now that fewer banks have excess
QUANTITATIVE EASING : ROUND II
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reserves, the price to borrow them
goes up, meaning that the federal
funds rate goes up.
And there you have it. In
standard, textbook open market
operations, a central bank (such
as the Federal Reserve) targets
short-term interest rates. If it
wants to stimulate the economy, it
buys assets, thereby flooding the
system with more reserves, which
makes banks willing to lend out
those reserves at lower and lower
prices (interest rates). On the
other hand, when the central
bank wants to tighten up in order
to combat price inflation or other
signs of “overheating,” it sells
assets, thereby draining reserves
out of the financial system. This
causes banks to raise the price
(interest rate) they charge for
lending out those reserves.
So we see that central banks
always work through their ability
to create and destroy money.
Typically, though, they didn’t
frame their actions in terms
of inflation or deflation of the
money supply. Rather, they would
report on their desired target
range for particular interest rates,
and that’s the only information
that the financial press would
report.
Oops! You Can’t Push
Interest Rates Below Zero

The standard Keynesian
paradigm — whereby the central
bank “pushes on the gas” by
QUANTITATIVE EASING : ROUND II

lowering interest rates, and “slams
the brakes” by raising interest rates
— is hopelessly flawed. (For a full
critique, I again refer you to my
book with Carlos.) In practice, its
impotence is illustrated in glory
when the central bank pushes
interest rates down to zero — and
yet the economy is still stuck in a
severe recession!

rolled on. In March, 2009,
therefore, the Fed unveiled its first
round of so-called quantitative
easing, in which it announced
its plan to purchase more than
$1 trillion of mortgage-backed
securities and Treasury securities,
over and above the massive
amounts that had already been
announced. (4.)

This is what happened in
our current crisis. On December
16, 2008, the Fed cut its target
for the federal funds rate down to
the range of 0.00 – 0.25 percent.
(3.)
Obviously, interest rates
can’t go any lower than that; no
bank would lend out $1,000 in
reserves, hoping to get back less
than $1,000 when the loan is
repaid.

Now we can see the reason
for the terminology. It is called
quantitative easing, because
the measure is evaluated by the
amount of new money being
injected into the markets. In
other words, back when Alan
Greenspan claimed to be helping
the economy after the dot-com
crash, the press merely reported
the drop in the interest rate
target. It didn’t report how many
billions of dollars Greenspan was
creating, in order to achieve his
goal.

Yet the economy was
obviously not healed back in
December 2008, and in fact it
kept getting worse as the months
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But now, when Ben
Bernanke claims to be helping
the economy after the housing
crash, the press doesn’t talk about
the impact on interest rates,
because short-term interest rates
have nowhere else to go. Instead,
the press talks about how much
new money is being injected.
Quantitative Easing:
A Dismal Record

As noted above, one would
think that the Keynesian solution
of printing more money would
be abandoned, once short-term
interest rates hit rock-bottom.
But no, instead the solution
offered by the so-called experts
is to print even more money, and
this time to focus on pushing
down interest rates farther out
on the yield curve. In other
words, if pushing the yield on

3-month Treasury securities
basically down to 0 percent didn’t
do the trick, then maybe all the
economy needs is to push the
yield on 5-year securities to zero.
Quantitative easing has
never worked as advertised. It
was first used extensively in
Japan, ostensibly to escape from
its “Lost Decade” of stagnant
growth (which has actually lasted
longer than a decade).
More recently, the Federal
Reserve, Bank of England, and
European Central Banks have all
implemented quantitative easing
(the U.S. most aggressively)
in light of the world financial
crisis. Here again, the policy
obviously didn’t “work.” The best
its proponents can say, is that
the world economy might have
gotten even worse had the orgy of
money printing never occurred.
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Perhaps, but that’s a dubious way
to defend a policy.
The irony of the Fed’s
most recent announcement is
that nobody thinks it will fix
the economy; even its loudest
defenders merely say that it
will make an awful situation
a little better. Most of today’s
policymakers
and
pundits
seem resigned to the fact that
the world economy will suffer
through this slump for years to
come. They can’t see that it is
their own recommended policies
of money printing and massive
deficit spending which cripple
economies and prolong the crisis.
Another irony is that
the case for more quantitative
easing doesn’t make sense, even
on its own terms. Do the math:
Bernanke plans on creating an
additional $600 billion, which he
QUANTITATIVE EASING : ROUND II
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intends to spend on buying more
U.S. government debt. To repeat,
nobody predicts that this move
will actually cure the recession;
forecasts still project that the
unemployment rate will remain
high for the next several years.
But hold on a second.
According to the (admittedly
bogus) numbers put out by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
there are currently 14.8 million
Americans out of work.(5.) If
Bernanke took the newly-created
$600 billion and used it to hire the
unemployed—having them do
things like pick up litter, or play
tag with orphans—he could offer
every single one of them a year
of work with a salary of $40,000
(neglecting employer taxes).
Thus, the official unemployment

rate would drop to zero percent
overnight.
In terms of the standard
Keynesian models, it’s hard to
see what the objection would be
to this policy. Creating the new
money “on the side” and giving
it to previously unemployed
people could only help, if the
economy is really just suffering
from a shortfall in spending
(or “aggregate demand” as the
Keynesians call it).
Today’s
top-flight
economists also couldn’t object to
our hypothetical policy because
of the dangers of inflation:
Most of these economists are
recommending that the Fed
consciously aim for higher price
inflation!

Conclusion

To be clear, neither Carlos
nor I am recommending that
Bernanke run the printing press
in order to lower the official
unemployment rate. I am merely
pointing out the absurdity of our
current institutional arrangement.
What is really going on is that the
politically connected insiders are
once again enriching themselves
through their proximity to the
printing press.
“Quantitative easing” was
never about helping Americans
in general, and certainly not
the unemployed. It was about
transferring toxic assets away
from major investment banks
onto the Fed’s balance sheet, and
creating a market for the massive
amounts of new Treasury debt
that are required because of
Washington’s
out-of-control
spending.
Economies as a whole
aren’t made richer by printing up
money. But as the chart above
shows, major players on Wall
Street applaud the moves—look
at how the S&P 500 responded
back in March 2009 (when the
first round of QE began) and
then in the late summer and fall
of 2010 (when the second round
of QE was anticipated).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Quantitative Easing: Round II
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BUBBLE COURSE
CORRECTIONS

An Interview With
Mises Institute President
Doug French
Douglas French is president of
the Mises Institute. He is the author
of Early Speculative Bubbles &
Increases in the Money Supply
and his newest book Walk Away:
The Rise and Fall of the HomeOwnership Myth. He received his
masters degree in economics from the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas,
under Murray Rothbard with
Professor Hans-Hermann Hoppe
serving on his thesis committee.

Lara-Murphy Report: You
were in the belly of the beast
during the housing bubble. Can
you explain how things got so
bad? Were there warning signs
that people ignored, or was it
literally the case that “no one
could have predicted this”?
Doug French:
Bubbles
are much harder to detect from
the inside looking out, rather
than the outside looking in. In

hot housing markets like Las
Vegas, Phoenix and Atlanta
demographers were making all
kinds of rosy projections about
population growth. The thought
was America’s aging population
was heading south for the
sunshine and (at least in the case
of Las Vegas) lower taxes. When
the numbers indicated that 200
people a day were moving to
Las Vegas and double that for
Phoenix,
developers figured
more housing and commercial
real estate development was
needed.
Low interest rates
fueled borrowing, raised home
values and mobilized those
seeking opportunity especially in
the sun belt.
Bankers saw an opportunity
to grow their businesses in an
area that hadn’t been taken over
by the large money center banks-real estate finance. Like anyone
else running a business, bankers
wanted to grow their franchises:
their shareholders and boards
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of directors demanded it. Real
estate finance was a way to do it,
and most small to regional-sized
banks made that their focus.
With the benefit of hindsight
the continued escalating prices of
housing was out-stripping the
median income earner’s ability
to pay and borrow, and was a
warning sign. At the time this
was considered, but
comfort was gained
looking at California
home prices, which
were double those
in Phoenix and Las
Vegas, with median
incomes being not
that much different.
Mortgage
lenders
did their part with
creative
mortgage
products.
Also,
investors began to
be a larger portion of
the market. Again, a
warning signal. But,
while a few bankers
had some experience with the
commercial property meltdown
of the early 1990’s, not many
lenders had ever witnessed a
housing crash that lasted very
long or that was nation-wide.

praises bankers for not making
loans, especially in a boom.
As near as anyone can tell
very few people bet against the
housing market and made big
money. In his book The Big Short:
Inside The Doomsday Machine
Michael Lewis tells the stories
of a few guys who took the
other side of the housing bet and
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missing the opportunity, before
they could be vindicated. This is
what makes the Fed’s actions so
pernicious.
LMR: After the crash, there
has been a huge battle over the
official narrative. People on the
left want to blame deregulation
and greed, while people on the
right want to blame various
government
intervention. What’s
your take?

However, when
it comes down to
it, fractionalized
banking is the
boom-and-bust
machine.

Bankers in high-growth
areas that didn’t focus on real
estate lending must have endured
six to seven years of criticism as
their banks under-performed the
high-growth banks that did. That
would have been incredibly hard
to do, because of the opportunity
cost for one thing and let’s face
it, nobody at the Rotary Club
meeting or the country club

won. These guys were socially
awkward, obsessive, and brilliant
individuals.
So as far as ‘no one could have
predicted this,’ a few did, bet real
money and made fortunes. And
there were a few other academics
and financial commentators who
called it. But, of course, no one
predicted exactly when it would
fall apart.
And the when is important
if you’re in business. More than
a few bankers who sat on their
hands and let the boom pass
them by were likely fired for

DF: Anyone
who throws out
the “deregulation”
canard hasn’t ever
worked at a bank
or in the securities
industry.
Living
with regulators and
increased regulation
is a fact of life in these
industries.
Banks
are given on-site
exams at least every
year and in some
cases more often. Large banks
often have regulators in and out
of their offices every week. There
are state regulators and various
federal regulators, so the overlap
is tremendous. Every aspect
of the operation is scrutinized
continuously. Plus, banks have
their financial statements audited
by outside accounting firms and
most banks are required to have
outside firms reviewing loans and
doing stress tests on their loan
portfolios. Everything from the
actions of the tellers to that of the
president and board are reviewed.
From my experience the
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Community Reinvestment Act
(CRA) angle to the crash is
overstated. Sure, banks by law
have to lend some money in lowincome areas. But, when people
say, “banks were forced to lend
to people who couldn’t pay, and
this caused the housing crash,”
I believe that’s over doing it.
CRA loans can be commercial
loans for going concerns and if
located in a low-income area,
the bank is satisfying its CRA
requirement with loans like this.
Banks just didn’t originate and
hold that many mortgages, CRA
or otherwise. By the way, banks
are given CRA audits that are
entirely separate from safety &
soundness exams.
Federal Reserve
pumping
combined

money
with

securitization aided by the
government controlled secondary
market of Fannie and Freddie
with a dash of ratings agency
neglect and that’s the government

‘attempt’ because the government
is constantly intervening to keep
the bubbles afloat with bailouts
and incentives. This time it was
real estate, next time it will be

The mainstream press has
suddenly awakened to the
ideas of Mises and Hayek.
intervention housing stew to
point the finger at.
The federal government has
been promoting and subsidizing
all aspects of housing since the
days of Herbert Hoover, which
I write about in Walk Away:
The Rise and Fall of the HomeOwnership Myth.
For instance, I don’t think
there would be such a thing as a
30 year mortgage in an unfettered
free market. Who on earth has a
crystal ball that clear?
However, when it comes
down to it, fractionalized banking
is the boom-and-bust machine.
As long as banks can take deposits
and lend them out, while the
original depositor can come get
his money any time and thus new
money is created, there is no way
to regulate this system into safety
and soundness. It’s impossible.
Booms are made, and made
bigger with increased lending and
when the malinvestments that
those loans funded are revealed,
busts will constantly attempt
to cleanse the market. I say

something else. Who knows
what it will be, but keep an eye
on derivatives exposure.
LMR:
More
recently,
you have lectured about the
precarious state of FDIC. Can
you talk about that?
DF:
Murray Rothbard
pointed out that market events
are inherently unique and
heterogeneous; they are not
random but influence each
other; so they are not insurable
and not subject to grouping
into
these
homogeneous
classes measurable in advance.
It is for the entrepreneur to
assume the uninsurable risks
of the marketplace. This is as
opposed (as your audience is
especially aware) to insurable
risks, such as death, accidents,
or health emergencies which
are homogeneous, replicable,
random events that can therefore
be grouped into homogeneous
classes and predicted in large
numbers.
When banks were making
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record profits in the boom, the
government agency that insures
bank deposits--the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation
(FDIC)--did not add to its
reserves because it was near its
mandated reserve ratio of 1.25%
of insurable deposits. In 2007,
the ratio was 1.22% for half the
year. In the wake of the crash
and the bank failures, the deposit
insurance fund (DIF) was in the
red by $15 billion at June 30th
this year. That’s with the FDIC
requiring banks to pay three years
of assessments in advance to prop
up the fund.

but refinance or sale of assets
for repayment.
Commercial
and Industrial (C & I) loans
have fallen tremendously in this
downturn and even before that
hadn’t grown in decades, while
real estate lending exploded.
LMR: In your experience
as an actual banker, how accurate
is the economics textbook
description of fractional reserve
lending? Would a more realistic
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number of banks run loan-todeposit ratios of 100 percent or
more, especially the large banks.
The reserve requirement must
be satisfied some way, but if
you went into your local bank
and asked your friendly banker,
“what’s the reserve requirement?”
I’m not sure he could tell you or
maybe even know what you’re
talking about.
For banks, it’s all about

On top of this, a couple
thousand banks still have
tremendous real estate exposure
and weak balance sheets, so there
will likely be more closures so the
DIF will be pressured even more.
However, the FDIC has decided
not to raise the assessment rate
believing the coast is clear. We’ll
see. May people forget the
deposit insurer for the S & Ls-the FSLIC. It was declared
insolvent and it went away with
the FDIC taking over.
As the amount of deposit
insurance per account has
increased (from $2,500 to
$250,000) over the years, the
ratio of loans to deposits and
real estate loans have increased.
At one time banks were forced
to be liquid and lent primarily
to businesses for seasonal cash
flow needs. But, with deposit
insurance, banks have been lured
into riskier lending to consumers
and on real estate that is not based
upon cash flow for repayment

description lead to fundamentally
different recommendations for
government policy?
DF: I never remember
reserve ratios being discussed.
When we explain fractional
reserve banking to students we
use 10 percent as an amount of
a particular deposit that must
be held in reserve and with that
10 percent reserve, money can
be multiplied 10 times from a
Fed asset purchase. However, a

capital. Required capital levels
constrain banks’ ability to accept
deposits and make loans with
those deposits. Bankers joke
that FDIC stands for “forever
demanding increased capital.”
That’s why the government’s
TARP money was used to buy
preferred stock in banks rather
than being used to buy toxic
assets, which was the original
plan that was scraped after about
a week. Once capital levels were
increased by government equity
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injections, banks could write off
some loans, and start repairing
their balance sheets.
It also helped that in April
2009, FASB rules were changed
to allow banks more leeway in
valuing their assets. These rule
changes helped banks preserve
capital because they didn’t in
some cases have to write-off loan
losses and losses on mortgage
securities right away. Once the
stock market recovered the big
banks were able to sell stock and
repay the government. However,
a number of small banks have
not repaid the TARP funds and
115 were delinquent in making
quarterly payments to the
Treasury at the end of August.
Small banks are still having a
hard time raising equity capital.
By the way, the number of
banks has nearly been cut in half
during the past two decades, from
15,000 to the current 7,760. My
guess is the number will be cut in
half again over the next decade.
LMR: In your capacity as
President of the Mises Institute,

what have you seen in terms of
the respect given to the Austrian
theory of the business cycle? Is
the Federal Reserve really on the
ropes vis-a-vis public opinion, or
will it soon fade back into boring
obscurity?
DF: Interest in (and respect
for) the Austrian school and
particularly in the Austrian
theory of the business cycle has
definitely grown while I’ve been
here. I started here in the wake
of the fall financial crash of 2008.
Web traffic, along with book
sales, spiked with that event and
that level of interest has been
maintained and continues to
grow.
The mainstream press has
suddenly awakened to the ideas
of Mises and Hayek. Off the
top of my head, the Wall Street
Journal, Barron’s, the Economist,
Newsweek and the Financial
Times have had articles with
Austrian themes. The Atlantic
magazine ran an extensive article
on Ron Paul that provided some
good background on ABCT. I
have spoken at length with a
reporter from the New York Times,
but the Grey Lady has only made
reference to the Austrians when
writing about Charles Koch that
I know of.
Tom Wood’s Meltdown
was a New York Times best seller
in 2009 as was Ron Paul’s End
the Fed. Banking analyst Chris
Whalen who appears often on
CNBC and Yahoo Finance
cites Rothbard multiple times in
his new book entitled Inflated:

How Money And Debt Built The
American Dream. Matt Ridley’s
The Rational Optimist: How
Prosperity Evolves cites Hayek
many times. Skeptic magazine’s
Michael Shermer refers to the
Austrians often in his The Mind
of the Market: How Biology and
Psychology Shape Our Economic
Lives.
I’m sure there are many other
examples. Austrian economics
is popping up in unusual places
like rap videos and YouTube
animated cartoons and that will
continue. The digital world is
a game changer for Austrian
economics.
In the blogosphere, Austrian
economics has much more of a
foothold. And because of that,
and the fact that the Keynesian
interventions will continue to
fail, the Austrians aren’t going
away. We may be boring, but we
won’t be obscure.
At the same time, only if we
are completely wrong will the Fed
return to printing and distorting
in the shadows. And if mises.org
traffic and Institute book sales
are any indication, as educated
young people become business
and political leaders they will
put more and more pressure on,
not just particular Fed policies,
but the idea of a central bank
controlling interest rates and
money supply period. The flame
cooking the Fed continues to
get turned up, soon the pot will
suddenly boil over.
1. See http://mises.org/books/walkaway_french.pdf.
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2010
DEcember 4 • Rochester, new york
Murphy Presents: Lectures on the Great Depression, the banking system, and the current crisis

2011
February 9-10 • Birmingham, Alabama
Lara and Murphy Present at

IBC THINK TANK SYMPOSIUM
(See ad on page 19.)

February 10 • atlanta, georgia
Murphy Presents: Lunch discussion on the Federal Reserve and the housing bubble.
(Debate with pro-Fed professor TBD.)
july 14-16 • Las vegas, Nevada
Murphy and Lara Present: Privatized Banking Session at “FreedomFest”
Summer • nashville, tennessee

NIGHT OF CLARITY

Another star-studded event focusing on Andrew Jackson’s slaying of the central bank.

Some events may be closed to general public.
For more information email LMRevents@usatrustonline.com
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Private Jet?
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Private Beach?
one day...

Private Bank?
YES!
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own business. Take the time to know how
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get the both of these books to learn how now.

